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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true in regard to using the Enterprise Structures Configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. It recommends job and position structures. 

B. It allows you to create your Enterprise, Business Units, and Warehouses in a single step. 

C. You cannot modify the recommendation from the tool. You must do it after you perform the initial configuration. 

D. The guided interview-based process helps you set up the enterprise with best practices. 

E. It creates the chart of accounts. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about the relationship between JavaServer Pages (JSP) and servlets? (Choose two.) 

A. A JSP page must extend the HTTPServlet class to behave like a servlet. 

B. A JSP page has access to the same information, objects, and a context as a servlet. 

C. A JSP page is interpreted by JSPServlet. 

D. A JSP page must be written as either an XML file or a JSP file before it is turned into a servlet. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has two warehouses (Inventory organizations) located in two different regions. They have a consigned
agreement in place with the supplier. Your customer requests that whenever consumption advice is created, it should be
created separately for each inventory organization. 

What setup is required to achieve this requirement? 

A. Set Consumption Advice Summary in Consignment Agreement to "Organization\\'. 

B. Set Consumption Advice Summary in Consignment Agreement to "All Organizations with items". 

C. This cannot be achieved because only one common consumption advice is created regardless of other parameters. 

D. Set Consumption Advice Summary in Consignment Agreement to "All Organizations". 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your client is about to define their primary ledger. 

Which set of three primary attributes do they need to know in order to complete this? 

A. Chart of Accounts, Description, and Accounting Method 

B. Chart of Accounts, Ledger Balance, and Accounting Method 

C. Chart of Accounts, Accounting Calendar, and Currency 

D. Currency, Description, and Accounting Method 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three values are applicable for the profile option - "Transaction Processing Mode" for subinventory transfer and
interorganization transfer? 

A. Background Processing 

B. Sequential Processing 

C. Concurrent Processing 

D. Online Processing 

E. Offline Processing F. Blind Processing 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer has a complex financial reporting structure. 

Which three elements should you define first in order to form a basis for this reporting? 

A. Tax, Legal, and Industry 

B. Managerial, Operational, and Industry 

C. Legal, Managerial, and Functional 

D. Legal, Autonomy, and Operational 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which class do you use to handle an incoming JSON Message as a stream? 
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A. JsonReader 

B. JsonObjectBuilder 

C. JsonParser 

D. JsonObject 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/javaee/7/tutorial/jsonp002.htm 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has a requirement across their 10 warehouses, each with different users. They would like that whenever
a warehouse user logs in, their warehouse should get populated. 

How will you achieve this? 

A. Set up the profile option INV_DEFAULT_WHSE_ID at site level. 

B. Set up the profile option INV_DEFAULT_WHSE_ID at user level for each user. 

C. Set up the profile option INV_DEFAULT_WHSE_ID at role level (different roles for different warehouses). 

D. Set up the profile option INV_DEFAULT_ORG_ID at user level for each user. 

E. Set up the profile option INV_DEFAULT_ORG_ID at role level (different roles for different warehouses). 

F. Set up the profile option INV_DEFAULT_ORG_ID at site level. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

Your company is an automobile spares manufacturing organization, which follows a discrete process. It has its own
manufacturing and distribution centers located globally. 

It has these business units: 

US - USA business unit CAN - Canadian business unit UK - UK business unit MX - Mexican business unit IND - India
business unit SPA - Spain business unit FRA - France business unit NL - Netherlands business unit GER - Germany
business unit 

These are the inventory organizations that exist in each business unit: 
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Which two statements are true? 

A. All inventory organizations do not need to be in the same business unit to assign items. 

B. Item organizations are also supported to serve as inventory organizations. 

C. Items cannot be assigned to inventory organizations across business units. 

D. Items defined in the GM organization can be assigned to US1, US2, NL1, and MX1 inventory organizations. 

E. Operational Attributes can be controlled only at the Master Level. 

F. You can define an item in the IN1 inventory organization and assign it to the DE1 inventory organization. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

Your organization is using min-max planning to replenish stock and the planning parameters are set at item organization
level with a default subinventory. 

Item: A, Min Qty: 25, Max Qty: 150 and Current Level: 20 

The item above is purchased from a supplier. Although there is subinventory on hand, the subinventory is below the
minimum required level. This should trigger a Min-Max report entry, but the requisition is not generated. Why? 

A. Fixed lot multiplier is not set. 

B. No value has been set for the "Min-Max Replenishment Reorder Approval" profile. 

C. Min-Max planning can be performed at the Organization level. 

D. Rounding the Reorder Quantity is disabled. 

E. Item is not defined in Manage Item Subinventories. 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 11

Your client wants the purchasers to be able to run the min-max for items under their control and then manage the POs
created out of these. 

Which parameters can they use to be able to do this? 

A. Planning Level 

B. Sort by 

C. From Item to Item 

D. From Buyer to Buyer 

E. From Planner to Planner 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which execution document is created by supply chain orchestration when a make request is received? 

A. Transfer Order 

B. Work Order 

C. Routing Create 

D. Movement Request 

E. Purchase Order 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Given the code fragment: 
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Assuming this bean is used only in the code fragment above, how long will the injected Bean instance be available? 

A. for the lifetime of the enterprise application 

B. for the lifetime of the request 

C. for the lifetime of the session 

D. for the lifetime of the Service object 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Your client wants certain inventory items of high importance to be counted periodically to improve the average level of
inventory accuracy. 

What type of counting would you recommend? 

A. Physical Count 

B. Manual Count 

C. Serialized Count 

D. Cycle Count 

E. Blind Count 

F. Zero Quantity Count 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer has defined three business units: two of the them require the same set of receivables payment terms
whereas the third needs a separate set of receivables payment terms. 

How will you receive this requirement? 

A. Define one data set with common payment terms and exclude the payment terms feature from the third business
unit. 

B. Define one reference data set and modify the business unit security. 

C. Define two reference data sets, assign the first set to the two business units which will share the same payment
terms and second set to the business unit which need separate payment terms. 

D. Define three reference data sets and assign each data set to each business unit. 

Correct Answer: C 
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